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Contract Performance Reports
using Datashop Reports

It’s paramount that healthcare organizations are aware of their
performance and monitor it from time to time to pinpoint the areas of
growth and shortfalls. Datashop is equipped with a reporting module
that allows users to create reporting dashboards according to
different attribution methodologies of each contract, summarized
into state-of-the-art dashboards.

Through Datashop,
dashboards can be
customized according to
the different contracting
needs of different payers.

The dashboard supports drill-down facilities, allowing users navigate
the organization by payor, geographic region, a facility, down to an
individual provider with care gap lists over time, for every measure.
With providers being able to see the reports pertaining to patient
records and working off the same dashboard, the chances of
uncoordinated care reduces drastically.

Datashop is compliant with ‘need-to-know’
basis and every data point can be locked or
accessed based on organization hierarchical
access.

Datashop dashboards helps you
drill down the various quality
and utilization measures of
mulitple contracts from an
organization level to service
location, provider, or even
patient level.
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Datashop’s dashboards let users choose the measures they wish to
track at the point of a click and lay them out in a card-like manner.
Each of these measures and KPIs can be drilled down at the patient
level to identify the patients qualifying under a certain measure and
pinpoint the root cause behind a looming problem. The contract
performance measure helps an ACO to track their performance on
every payer contract, identify which network/facilities/physicians are
underperforming so that they can take remedial actions to stay on the
right course of action.
The dashboards are customizable by the users, giving them the
autonomy on what metric or KPI they prefer to track and monitor
their contract performance, observe variations and resource
utilization, and track efficiency and growth of the organization.
Involving end-users, Datashop’s reporting module helps organizations
learn about where they are going with built-in predictive analytics.

Datashop enables you to
drill down to facility/
provider level from a
region/state level to
identify the root causes.
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Success Story
An Accountable Care Organization had shared-savings contracts with
multiple payers. The ACO covered the facilities and clinics falling
under these contracts, attributed with all the relevant measures

Case Study Highlights

negotiated under the contracts. The major challenge along the way
was to identify the areas that needed urgent focus and remedial
actions that were needed.
Datashop, with its ability to ingest all the payer claims data into the
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Payor Contracts

platform, combined 6 Payor contracts, spanning over more than 50
quality and utilization measures. Using the drill-down analysis of the
claims, Datashop helped the organization figure out 5 substantial
areas that needed attention, with their root cause within a week, and
helped them design their priorities. By making use of Datashop’s
performance dashboards and drilled-down performance measure, the
organization was able to bridge the gap in quality care delivery within

50+
Quality and
Utilization Measures

2 months, improving the quality performance by a good 27%, and
driving better health outcomes for the community.
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Identified areas
of improvement

27%
Quality improvement

Contact Us
At Innovaccer, we create products that transform the way
organizations use data. Our products and services are deployed at
Hospitals, Accountable Care Organizations (ACO), Health
Information Exchange (HIE), critical government, commercial, and
non-profit institutions around the world to solve sophisticated and
world changing problems. Simply put, we accelerate innovation
through the power of data.
To know more about how Datashop Care can help you build an
Intelligent Operations Framework, advantages, timelines and
other features – please contact us at:
info@innovaccer.com

Innovaccer, Inc.
Palo Alto
350 Cambridge Avenue
CA 94306
United States
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